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PROMISING PRACTICES

The joker, Jessica Bleuer, wrote three Augusto Boal quotes
on the blackboard of a grade eleven drama class in an inner-
city high school in Toronto. She asked the class to keep the
quotes in mind while we practiced a popular theatre method
over the next four days. Jessica has led democracy theatre
workshops across Canada, the U.S. and Northern Ireland
and brings compassion and understanding to her work.
With assistance from Foreign Affairs Canada, the Ontario
Council for International Cooperation (OCIC), a coalition
of international development organizations, was able to
hire Jessica to introduce Legislative Theatre (LT) to youth
and adults as a means of engaging with foreign policy. 

The teacher of this drama class was interested in intro-
ducing Legislative Theatre to her students in order to
explore the potential for drama to facilitate social justice.
Her students ranged from sixteen to twenty years of age,
and many of them were new Canadians. We began shortly
after 9:00 a.m. on a Monday morning. Many students were
late and most were not nearly awake. Exploring foreign
policy issues in four class periods seemed a bit ambitious at
this point.

Legislative Theatre isn’t typically found in the classroom
– at least not in North America. In this Toronto classroom,
the students will be introduced to the concept of Legislative
Theatre through the practice of its base form, forum the-
atre. Essentially, Legislative Theatre is forum theatre with a
distinct connection to policy-making. This hybrid of popu-
lar theatre and policymaking originates from Brazil’s 
grassroots resistance movement of the 1960s and 1970s.
Augusto Boal, a contemporary of Paulo Freire, used Freire’s
principle of ‘praxis’ – or turning knowledge/experience
into action – to create forum theatre. Forum theatre is led
by a joker, also called a “difficultator”; this person rein-
forces understanding of the complexity of a situation. 

After decades in exile, Boal returned to Brazil and won a
seat in the Legislature, where he served two terms as City
Councillor between 1992 and 1996. During that period 34
bills originating from the Legislative Theatre process were
presented; thirteen of those bills eventually became
municipal laws. With this experiment, Boal established a
precedent that has since inspired many other civic-minded
theatre groups around the world to adapt the same process
for their own communities.1 In Canada, there are three
well-known forum theatre companies: Mixed Company in
Toronto, Stage Left Productions in Calgary and Headlines
Theatre in Vancouver. All of these theatre companies work
with youth and all have produced Legislative Theatre
experiments connected to their municipal governments.

High school students are a captive audience for us.
Although mandatory participation in a libratory practice
struck us as contradictory, we hoped that, in the long run,
Legislative Theatre could offer the students a creative means
of making positive changes in their communities and would
enhance their ability to participate in the political process.

Before visiting the class, we had prepared a plan that
included asking the students to do a bit of research. The
teacher had warned us that most of the students won’t do
homework, and if the sessions weren’t highly participatory,
the students would tune out. Our goal was not to feed the
students information, but rather to draw on their experi-
ences and knowledge of their communities and then see
how they linked those experiences to the larger framework
of Canada’s role in the world. 

So, to prepare the students, the teacher showed the class
the film Life and Debt, a documentary that gives an account
of the economic disparity in Jamaica that resulted from
free trade agreements and the structural adjustments
imposed by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Many
of the students were of Jamaican heritage, and the film
stirred up questions and emotions. While the film provid-
ed the students with a meaningful example of why Canadi-
ans should be aware of foreign policy, it also emphasized
their powerlessness, and that’s what we hoped to redress. 

To begin, the students were introduced to popular the-
atre concepts through an initial warm-up called The Great
Game of Power from Boal’s Games for Actors and Non-Actors.
This game provided a basis for analysing power structures,
allowing the students to see how physical position is inte-
gral to power dynamics. The next step was to form the
Safety Contract. The concept of developing class-deter-
mined rules of engagement should be familiar to most
teachers. In the case of forum theatre, this Safety Contract
is a critical step for any group. In this setting, it consisted of
nine rules, including “Respect others,” “Take risks” and
“Don’t abuse the guidelines.” Jessica ensured that another
rule was added “Take care of yourself.” This rule must be
emphasized with any group. Typically, there is a participant
wanting to share a story that is deeply personal. Although
participants should be open to sharing meaningful experi-
ences, the process works better if the story has a universal
quality to which other participants can relate. In a high
school classroom setting where students often don’t know
each other well, divulging personal stories should be dis-
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“THEATRE CAN BE DONE EVERYWHERE, EVEN IN A THEATRE, AND IT

CAN BE DONE BY EVERYONE, EVEN ACTORS.” Augusto Boal

“TO DO IS THE BEST WAY TO SAY.” Cuban poet, Jose Mar ti
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